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The aim of this 1st exercise

In this exercise we will learn to:

1a) execute the main ROOT commands 

1b) execute a macro written in C (within the ROOT framework))

2) manipulate histograms

3) make a comparison between real & simulated data with an absolute normalization

4) represent the various simulated components by means of stacked plots

5) prepare a plot (output of ROOT) with features & quality of a scientific publication.

The plot that represent our target is the one 

that appears at page 11 (fig.4) of the CMS paper 

Performance of CMS muon reconstruction in pp collisions at 𝑠 = 7𝑇𝑒𝑉

published by Journal of Instrumentation (JINST) 7, P10002 (2012).
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INTRODUCTION
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Preliminary knowledge

I suggest to preliminarily study the pages 6-12 of this CMS paper (linked in the webpage) 
in order to understand the physical meaning of the following concepts :

- Soft Muons, Tight Muons

- Prompt Muons, 

- Muons from Beauty decays , 

- Muons from Charm, 

- Muons from Light Hadrons decays

- Fake Muons (“hadronic punch-through”), Duplicates (“Ghost” Muons)
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In the next slides I provide some “quick&dirty” preliminary info but - please - read the paper!
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Preliminary knowledge :
CMS muon chambers system
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Longitudinal layout of one quadrant
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Preliminary knowledge :
muon reconstruction
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1) Global muon: the standalone muon track, built in the muon chambers, is extrapolated
inwards and a tracker track is considered if satisfying the matching requirements; 
an  overall fit provides the global muon.

2) Tracker muon: a tracker track is extrapolated outwards and if at least a track segment in 
the muon chambers  satisfies the matching requirements this is added to the tracker track  
to build a tracker muon.

Adding few identification requirements …
the Tracker muon is the so-called Soft Muon

the Global muon is the so-called Tight Muon(quality)

The muon reconstruction in CMS is 
obtained mainly with two different 
(complementary) approaches:

Note: for low values of the transverse momentum (𝑝( ≤ 5𝐺𝑒𝑉) of the muon candidate the second 
approach is more efficient since it requires just 1 track segment in the muon chambers; 
instead, the first approach becomes efficient with 2 or more track segments.

≈
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Preliminary knowledge : muons’ source in simulation - I  
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In the range of 𝑝( ≤ 30𝐺𝑒𝑉 the most abundant source of muons is the semi-leptonic decays of 

heavy flavour hadron (i.e. b-hadrons & c-hadrons): 𝐵 → 𝐷𝜇𝜈, 𝐷 → 𝑋𝜇𝜈 (𝑋 = light hadron)

This contribution is accompanied by a high rate of …

(a) muon candidates produced by light-flavour hadron decays,

(b) fake muons mainly from hadron showers not fully contained in the calorimeters.

The relative weights of these background contributions are sensitive to the detrials of muon selection.

≈

In the range of 𝑝( > 30𝐺𝑒𝑉 the muons 
from W+Z bosons dominate the 𝑝( -spectrum:

In the simulation, for each reconstructed muon, the hits in the muon system can be asso-
ciated unambiguously with the simulated particle that produced them (by means of the 
so-called Monte Carlo truth) and this allows the classification into categories as discussed 
in the next slide!



Preliminary knowledge : muons’ source in simulation - II  
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real muons

fake muons
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Preliminary knowledge : muons’ source in simulation - III  
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The data sample used in this exercise (about data-to-simulation comparison) was collected 
in the earliest LHC run (2010) with the so-called zero-bias trigger. The latter, skipping the 
details, provides a fully inclusive sample of low-𝒑𝑻 muons (its simple trigger logic selects 99% of 
the events from pp collisions having at least one reconstructed muon of some kind).
The corresponding simulated sample consists of minimum-bias events generated with PYTHIA.
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EXERCISE: HOW-TO

Remember that you can access the virtual machine dedicated to this course by doing:

ssh -Y yourUserName@212.189.202.110

and then : source login_corso21.sh 
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Create the subdirectory Esercitazione-1 in /home/username/: mkdir Esercitazione-1
Within /home/username/Esercitazione-1 create, two sub-directories:
mkdir rootfiles , mkdir Plots

In the first subdir I’ll copy the following rootfiles (the 1st contains real data, the 2nd simulated):

- Histos_Data_ZeroBias_1aprnew_goodZB_last_OK.root
- Histos_Mc_MinBias_1aprnew_goodZB_last.root

Files with real and simulated data to begin with …

To run ROOT

In the subdir /home/username/Esercitazione-1/ … I will copy the macro main1.C
Start ROOT from this working subdirectory:   $ root -l

------------------------------------------------------------
| Welcome to ROOT 6.14/09                http://root.cern.ch |
|                               (c) 1995-2018, The ROOT Team |
| Built for linuxx8664gcc                                    |
| From tag , 22 November 2018                                |
| Try '.help', '.demo', '.license', '.credits', '.quit'/'.q' |
------------------------------------------------------------

root [0] ROOT Prompt : you are inside ROOT 8
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To open & inspect the rootuple Histos_Mc_MinBias_1aprnew_goodZB_last.root with ROOT, do:

$ root -l  Histos_Mc_MinBias_1aprnew_goodZB_last.root

Once the ROOT application is opened you have to “call” the “TBrowser” (namely the ROOT GUI - ROOT
Graphical User Interface) … to inspect the file (in this case the file contains only histograms):
root [0]  TBrowser a
This command launches the interactive panel of the GUI: 

Opening and inspecting a ROOT file - I
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Alternatively: 
$ root –l
root[0] Tfile f(“Histos_Mc_MinBias_1aprnew_goodZB_last.root”)
Inspect the list of the contained histograms with: root[1] f->ls()

……………………………
And I can open either the interactive browser                            
root [2] TBrowser a
…or look at the single histogram from the command line:
root[2] hMuons_qoverp_SOFT_beauty_1gpv->Draw()

Opening and inspecting a ROOT file - II
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In the sub-directory /home/username/Esercitazione-1/ you can find the macro file

main1.C to be executed and provide the plots as output.

To execute the macro written in C/C++ language, please issue the command:

root [0] .x main1.C(”4Oct")

How-to-execute the macro 

Date that will appear in the name of the output file 
(for clear bookeeping purposes)
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Example:

Note: the *.png files (carrying the output plots) will be stored in the sub-dir 
/home/username/Esercitazione-1/Plots/ ; to visualize them do:
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EXERCISE: the CODE in the macro
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The code : setup - I
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First of all the includes to link the classes of the libraries useful for the code:

The core part is : void main(TString date)
{
…
…… here  the implemented code enters …
…
}

Let’s inspect the code now :

it expects to be executed passing it 
a String (in double brackets, i.e. “…”):

.x main1.C(”4Oct")
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The code : setup - I alternative
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Alternatively : void main(TString date)
{
…
…… here  the implemented code enters …
…
}

Let’s instead use this function :

… in this way … the date is not passed anymore from outside through the interface
but is defined inside the macro and taken from the machine clock!

As a result the const TString would take value:       2022-10-4

.x main1.C()
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The code : setup - II
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First part of the code is devoted to “preparation” :
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The code : starting histograms (data &MC)
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Load/import the content from the histograms hosted in the 2 external root files;
here we choose the variable under study (qtimespt) for which type of muon (SOFT)
[of course there are many other variables (*) and also the TIGHT type of muon]:

histograms’ addition

(*) just be careful that variables have different type (double, int, … )
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The code - visualization of starting histograms - I
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Let’s prepare for visualization all the 6 histograms (5 for MC components/sources and 1 for data)
that will be used later (here we take care to visualize also underflows and overflows): 

The visualization of the overflow/underflow in the 
histograms it is not a ROOT default and must be 
done by hand! (for each of the 6 histograms)
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The code - visualization of starting histograms - II
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The code - visualization of starting histograms - III
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Now we can visualize by plotting:

output file will be: qtimespt_SOFT_4Oct_log.png
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Visualization of starting histograms - I
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…and we get ( with …  display ./Plots/qtimespt_SOFT_4Oct_log.png & ): 

Note: the overflows/underflows can be appreciated typically when using the LOG scale
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Visualization of starting histograms - II
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hBeautyFlavour->SetFillColor(7);

hGhost->SetFillColor(3);

hFake->SetFillColor(14);

hLightHadrons->SetFillColor(2);
hCharmFlavour->SetFillColor(5);

To make appear the entries in the data histogram as little round spots: hData->SetMarkerStyle(20);
To give the spots the right size: hData->SetMarkerSize(0.55);
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Data-MC comparison : absolute normalization - I 

L
int
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GEN
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MinBias
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L
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DATA

L
int

DATA
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the scale method scales the histogram 
by the given coefficient !

EXERCISE@HOME: try to apply a relative normalization (to obtain a shape comparison)

If we want to fairly compare Data and MC we can more correctly scale the MC components in
order that the simulated events are scaled at the corresponding amount of events in the data:
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Data-MC comparison : absolute normalization - II 

Let’s now visualize the result of this “normalization scaling” by writing the plotting code:
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output file will be: qtimespt_SOFT_4Oct_log_norm.png



You can appreciate that the 5 simulated distributions are effectively scaled (note the change 
of scale in the y-axis with respect to the previous plot). Note that the number of entries has 
remained the same in the statistics box !! (this may generate some confusion … but it’s enough to 
check that overflows/underflows are no more integers to be sure of the scaling). 23

Data-MC comparison : absolute normalization - III … and we get:

scaled !

scaled !

scaled !

scaled !
scaled !
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The code - stacked histograms - I

see next slide

histograms as partial
sums in a sequence



The code - stacked histograms - II
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here is implemented the superposition of histograms 
according to the foreseen (inverted) order
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output file will be: qtimespt_SOFT_4Oct_log_norm_stacked.png



The code - stacked histograms - III
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… and we get:
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The code - stacked histograms refined - I Now we need to enhance the graphics: 

output file will be: 
qtimespt_SOFT_4Oct_log_norm_stacked_ok.png

(a)

(b)

(header)

(legend)
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The code - stacked histograms refined - II … and we get:

(a)

(b)

(header)

(legend)



EXERCISE: compare 2 histograms by relative normalization 
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A data-MC comparison with absolute normalization that we have seen in the exercise is 
really a stringent test of both the reconstruction algorithms and the accuracy of the 
generation/simulation. 

While the absolute normalization is a bin-by-bin comparison test, when doing a relative 
normalization only the shapes of the distributions are compared; this is because …. 
in the relative normalization one histogram is normalized to the area of the other and the 
constraint on having the same area has some impact in the comparison. 
Let me visualize with a sketch this aspect:

x

#

x

#

ℎ′2 = ℎ2 H
#J
#K

ℎ′2ℎ2

ℎ1ℎ1

ℎM2 has #J entries
ℎJ has #J entries
ℎK has #K entries (it is normalized to ℎJ ) 

As exercise compare two MC components !


